
10th August 2018 

Competition notes 2018-2019 

Accompanying notes, clarification, and answers to frequently asked questions about the rules. 

Entries 

Please submit PDIs and PDIs of your prints to BookhamCameraClub@gmail.com  with the competition name and 

month in the subject line.  

PDI maximum dimensions: 1200 pixels high by 1600 pixels wide, colour space should be SRGB. 

File names:  My Name_N_Title where N= 1 or 2 the sequence number of your image, e.g. Fred Bloggs_1_Sparrow in 

Flight, Fred Bloggs_2_Misty Sunrise. Images will be projected at full resolution this season so please check image 

quality at the above size to avoid disappointment. 

New Scoring System 

The big change is the new scoring system which starts this season. 

Numerical scores will not be awarded, instead we will have placings: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and a number of “commended” 
awards. 

So how will the prizes be awarded at the end of the season? 

1st = 4 points, 2nd = 3 points 3rd = 2 points and commended = 1 point. We add these up to decide an overall winner for 
each category at the end of the season.  

We hope that the new system will encourage you to enter more creative and risky images knowing that few top 

scorers and a load of “zeros” means a good chance of a win at the end of the season! 

Changes from 2017-2018 
The pattern of competitions continues unchanged from last year, as everything seemed to work and the number of 

entries was handled well by the judges, so the overall list is as follows:  

 4 dedicated open PDI competition nights with Club and Advanced classes, two entries per member. 

 4 dedicated open Print competition nights, with Club and Advanced classes, two entries per member. 

 2 set subject competition nights one with Prints only, and one with PDIs only with a single set subject per 

evening, both divided into Club and Advanced classes. 

 The "Club Final" Print and PDI competition at the end of the season where your best previously entered 

images or new ones can be submitted, this is a single class competition. 

 One informal Competition: Three Image Panels (Triptychs?) one class, two panels each entrant 

Please see the rules document on the web site for more details about entering competitions. 

Re-entering Images 

If an image does not receive a score i.e. no placing or commended, then it may be entered once more in either print 

or PDI format. The usual rules about re-entering substantially changed images from the original file still apply. 
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Set subject definitions 

Still Life and Table Top   (29th November 2018) 

This will be a Print competition; the judge will be Mike Warren ARPS. 

 “Still Life and Table Top” gives you plenty of scope to express your creativity with set piece photography be it 

wilting flowers in an interesting container with composite backgrounds, high speed photography of splats and 

splashes, macro photography indoors or any set up you can think of. There are few rules: the subject should be 

inanimate, and fully under your control. For inspiration check out work by renowned still life photographers such as 

Paul Outerbridge, Paul Strand, André Kertész, Albert Renger-Patzsch, Josef Sudek, Jan Groover, Sharon Core, and 

Martin Parr. 

Portrait, Human or Animal (22nd February 2019) 

This will be a PDI competition the Judge: Ken Woods LRPS 

We have not had a portrait competition for some time so this will be a welcome opportunity to use your powers of 

persuasion to encourage interesting subjects to pose for you. 

Portraits are usually defined as head and shoulder/upper body images although tight crops are popular. The face 

should be the main area of interest and capturing the character of the sitter is seen as the big challenge. 

We hope that this is pretty straightforward, so there is no speaker to inspire you this time. 

Season Final (16nd May 2019) 
 
The Season Final is a single class PDI and Print Competition, judge: Professor Sheena Rogers. 

Members may enter one PDI and/or one Print only. 

This is a “Best of the Year” competition so you may enter: 

 Images entered in current season competitions and the exhibition, whether re-edited or not. Images 

entered as  prints may be entered as PDIs and vice versa 

 Images not previously entered in any club competition 

Images entered in previous seasons are not eligible. 

For the Season Final please send your images on separate emails with “Print” or “PDI” in the subject line. 

 

Informal Competition 

Three Print Panels (28thth February) 

Single Class Competition Judge: Steve Kingswell ARPS, AFIAP 

This is an opportunity to show off some of your sets of images which look good as a group, and is particularly 

suitable for abstract works such and of course Triptychs. 

Rules: 

Your panel must consist of 3 prints each in standard 400X 500mm mounts, two panels per entrant are allowed.  


